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MUN IITI is going to be an extraordinary intellectual
and social conference that brings together an
amazing assortment of young minds from across India
to engage in and gain first-hand experience of
negotiating processes by playing the role of diplomats
for a period of two days. At a personal level, this MUN
endeavor will stretch the general knowledge &
awareness of the participants while sensitizing them
to the challenging global issues and the intricate
obstacles of being a global leader. Moreover, it will
develop and enhance skills to negotiate, articulate
and market ideas along with fostering critical and
creative thought processes to spontaneously come up
with solutions to some grave world problems.

ABOUT US

www.mun.iiti.ac.in



CAMPUS AMBASSADOR
PROGRAM
Campus Ambassador Program (CAP) of Model United
Nations, IIT Indore brings forward an opportunity for
representing IIT Indore in your college. This will definitely
help you to explore and extend social interaction
opportunities.
The development of a managerial culture among students
of various colleges across different domains & institutions.
An amazing opportunity to grow your network, lead your
fellow peers, and stand apart from the crowd stands at
your door. 
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ROLE OF CAMPUS 
AMBASSADOR

REPRESENT

IDEATE INNOVATE

PROMOTE CONNECT
 MUN, IIT Indore

and become it's face
in your campus.

MUN through various
mediums and channels &

bring registrations.

Strategize and experiment
with innovative marketing
and publicity strategies to

drive up student
participation.

Engaging in discussions
with the other CAs and
the MUN coordinators

to bring new ideas.

Act as the Point of
Contact between both

colleges.
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Establish a professional
network.

Communication Skills

Digital Marketing Skills

Team Management and
Leadership Skills

Industry Specific technical  
skills

Public Speaking and
confidence

SKILLS
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How to register via Campus
Ambassador?

www.mun.iiti.ac.in

Visit the website mun.iiti.ac.in & follow the general
registration steps.
In the form, the delegate needs to fill out a unique code
provided by the Campus Ambassador to confirm the
registration via the CA Program.
Once the fee is received from the delegate, a successful
registration from the Campus Ambassador would be
counted.

If a delegate wants to register through a Campus
Ambassador, he/she needs to follow this procedure-
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PERKS

5 Delegates :
MUN

Certificates

10 delegates:
25% Discount

15 delegates:
50% Discount

25+ Delegates:
100% + Goodies

20 delegates:
100% Discount

As a Campus Ambassador, you need to bring registrations for MUN-IITI'22
If you're not participating in the event, we'll provide goodies worth the
Discount
On bringing a certain amount of Registrations, you'll get the following perks-



muniiti
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CONTACT US:

Abhinav Yadav : 93351 19913
Ayush Shukla: 72678 15996

mun@iiti.ac.in


